GET TO KNOW US

Cedar Creek Energy is a Minnesota-born and bred solar
energy company with values that reflect those of the state
we’ve always called home. At the same time, we are on the
cutting technological, design and manufacturing edge of
the fast-evolving solar power industry. This combination
allows us to provide solar solutions that break even after
a few years and generate income for many years down
the road.
We provide all of our customers – residential and
commercial – with an experienced team of engineers,
innovators and financial experts who deliver outstanding
residential and commercial solar energy systems and LEDlighting solutions of all shapes and sizes.

MINIMIZING ENERGY USE,
REDUCING CARBON FOOTPRINTS

When you choose us, you get experts with 40-plus years’
combined experience in the solar energy industry and in
financing energy-efficient systems. In addition, you receive
a wholehearted commitment to finding the best renewable
energy solutions for your unique needs. You can count on
our expertise, innovation, and ability to develop the ideal
solar solution that protects your investment and maximizes
your rebates and incentives.

The best way to see how a solar panel solution from
Cedar Creek Energy will help reduce your electric
bills is to call us or complete the on-line form:

763.432.5261
cedarcreekenergy.com
Request a free proposal. You’re under no obligation
and we’ll be happy to answer all of your questions.
It’s time to take back your power!

MEET YOUR TEAM

Your team at Cedar Creek Energy understands
what it takes to help you find the best
solutions to minimize your energy costs and
carbon footprint using the power of the sun.
CEO Rob Appelhof and VP Matt Stupnik
established Cedar Creek Energy in 2007.
The founding of our Coon Rapids, Minnesota,
solar installation company coincided with
the great recession. We understood as we
witnessed how many companies in the
construction industry became victim to
skyrocketing energy prices. We knew that
the path to sustainability would be found in
renewable energy sources.
“The greatest success I have had is taking this
company from an idea to a leading developer.
I always want to be on the leading edge, so we
can offer the best solutions to our clients.”

- Rob Appelhof, CEO, Owner

In the past decade, we have designed, built
and installed more than 500 successful
commercial and residential solar panel
installations.

MEET OUR CUSTOMERS

Residential: The Wheeler Family: The
Wheeler’s system went live on September 14,
2016. In the first month alone, the system
produced 474 kWh and their consumption
was 219 kWh.
“At first, I thought the 30% Federal Tax Credit
was more of a tax deduction; as in I
could deduct it on my taxes. I was thrilled to
realize that the 30% was literally a tax credit.
So based on the investment we made into our
solar array, I received a $15,000.
So if my overall tax liability was $30,000, minus
the credit, I would only have to pay the IRS
$15,000.”

Commercial: A Chance To Grow: Since
A Chance to Grow had received such
encouraging financing results for their energy
efficient LED lighting from Cedar Creek Energy,
they decided to reduce their carbon footprint
even more with solar. Again, we were able to
find the right solution for them.
“We were approached by other solar
companies. Cedar Creek Energy was more
thorough, understood the challenges of a
nonprofit, and had great solutions. We went
with CCE because they were the best choice.”

- Bob DeBoer, A Chance to Grow

4,000,000 kWh
Energy Produced

334,969 gal
Gasoline Saved

(763) 432-5261
info@cedarcreekenergy.com
cedarcreekenergy.com

3,256,967 lbs
Coal Unused

$ 3,600,000
U.S. Dollars Saved

Call, email or fill out the form online
to learn more. Request a free
proposal today!

